
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The impact of COVID-19 on the esports industry.
•• Trends in how many consumers watch esports, game streams or live stream

their own gameplay.
•• Which genres of game esports fans watch and the platform they use to

watch content.
•• Attitudes towards esports including intention to watch after COVID-19

outbreak.
•• Esports behaviour including purchasing of gaming accessories from

esports events.

Older Millennial gamers are the most likely to live stream their own gameplay
(46%), despite the fact that Generation Z have the strongest interest in esports
and non-competitive game streams. The inclination to live stream is likely linked
to the fact that Older Millennials are the most likely to own one of the latest
generation static consoles, enabling them to make particularly engaging
content.

The COVID-19 lockdowns were key in driving interest in gaming for Older
Millennials in general, with many of this age group maintaining their new
gaming habits even after social distancing measures were relaxed. In August
2021, 66% of Older Millennials who own static or portable consoles were
gaming once a week or more, compared to 57% during the first lockdown in
April 2020. The growth in gaming has contributed to their interest in esports,
with 51% of Older Millennial gamers watching competitive gaming in August
2021.

Six in 10 esports viewers expect to spend less time watching esports after the
COVID-19 outbreak. While this is likely to limit growth of the market, it should be
noted that the UK esports market has performed well during the pandemic so
even if there is a slight decrease in time spent watching, it is still in a stronger
position than pre-COVID-19. Additionally, esports viewers may expect to
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reduce their time spent watching but that does not necessarily mean they will
stop watching esports altogether.

Those who watch esports on Facebook Gaming are more likely to have been to
an esports studio (61%) or an esports bar (57%) than those who watch esports
on YouTube or Twitch. This indicates that those on Facebook Gaming are more
interested in the social side of esports and therefore it could be appealing to
them to get incentives such as a free drink at the bar if they bring friends from
their Facebook friend list.
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• Impact of COVID-19 on esports
Figure 1: Short-, medium- and long-term impact of COVID-19
on esports, October 2021

• The market
• Western European market performs well in 2020 despite

global market drop
Figure 2: Global revenue for esports, 2018-21

• Gaming and esports industries show intent to diversify
gamers

• Game developers and esports players use industry to
highlight real-world issues

• Companies and brands
• International Olympic Committee runs first Virtual Olympics
• McLaren opens gaming studio for its esports team
• The consumer
• Frequency of gaming at the same level as during the first

COVID-19 lockdown
Figure 3: Frequency of playing video games, 2020-21

• Well over a third of gamers watch esports
Figure 4: Watching esports, 2021
Figure 5: Watching professional gaming tournaments, 2020

• Significant rise in watching non-competitive gaming
• Older Millennials are the most likely to live stream their

gameplay
Figure 6: Watching game streams and live streaming
gameplay, 2020 and 2021

• FPS esports viewers are more likely than average to use
Twitch
Figure 7: Gaming genre for esports, 2021

• Facebook viewers are most likely to live stream their own
gameplay than those on Twitch or YouTube
Figure 8: Platform used to watch esports, 2021

• Over seven in 10 esports viewers are interested in going to
esports studios
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Figure 9: Previous attendance and interest in going to an
esports studio or bar, 2021

• Tennis-based esports could drive further engagement in
Older Millennials
Figure 10: Interest in watching sportspeople playing esports
for current non-viewers, 2021

• Over six in 10 esports viewers started watching during
COVID-19 lockdowns
Figure 11: Attitudes towards watching esports and attending
events, 2021

• How COVID-19 is shaping the esports market
• Esports and game streams featuring indie games may be

appealing to women
• Facebook Gaming viewers are most interested in going to

esports studios and bars

• Impact of COVID-19 on esports
Figure 12: Short-, medium- and long-term impact of
COVID-19 on esports, 12 October 2021

• Western European market performs well in 2020 despite
global market drop

• Global growth expected to return in 2021
Figure 13: Global revenue for esports, 2018-21

• Gaming and esports industries show intent to diversify
gamers

• Women-only Counter Strike: Global Offensive esports
competition

• Xbox continues its work to enable disabled gamers to play
esports

• Game developers and esports players use industry to
highlight real-world issues

• Guild Esports plants trees as part of esports competition
• Fortnite’s March Through Time focuses on Martin Luther

King’s 1963 speech
• Partnerships between manufacturers and esports players

highlight potential of custom gaming equipment

• University of Warwick invests £275,000 in esports centre
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MARKET SIZE

MARKET DRIVERS

LAUNCH ACTIVITY AND INNOVATION
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• International Olympic Committee runs first Virtual Olympics
• Vindex buys Belong studios and wants to expand to 1,000

worldwide
• McLaren opens gaming studio for its esports team

• Over six in 10 esports viewers started watching during
COVID-19 lockdowns

• Link between playing video games and watching esports
• Nearly two thirds of esports viewers are more likely to go to

an esports event than pre-COVID-19
Figure 14: Attitudes towards watching esports and attending
events, 2021

• Frequency of gaming at the same level as during the first
COVID-19 lockdown

• Two thirds of Older Millennials are gaming at least once a
week
Figure 15: Frequency of playing video games, 2020 and 2021

• Well over a third of gamers watch esports
• Indie games in esports could be more appealing to women

than the well-known titles
• Twitch updates and expands misconduct policies to improve

experience for all users
Figure 16: Watching esports, 2021
Figure 17: Watching professional gaming tournaments, 2020

• Almost two thirds of Generation Z gamers watch non-
competitive gaming

• Advertisers to get greater success in marketing to
Generation Z via YouTube or Twitch than Facebook
Figure 18: Watching non-competitive gaming and live
streaming gameplay, 2020 and 2021
Figure 19: Live streaming gameplay, by generation, 2021

• Older Millennials are the most likely to live stream their
gameplay

• Older Millennials are a strong target market for game
streaming accessories

• Sport is the most viewed type of esports game

IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR

FREQUENCY OF PLAYING VIDEO GAMES

WATCHING GAMEPLAY, ESPORTS AND LIVE STREAMING

GENRES AND PLATFORMS FOR ESPORTS
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• FPS esports viewers are more likely than average to use
Twitch
Figure 20: Gaming genre for esports, 2021

• YouTube is by far the most-used platform for esports
• Facebook Gaming viewers are more likely to live stream

their own gameplay than Twitch or YouTube
• Advertising esports events on Facebook Gaming could also

have greater success
Figure 21: Platform used to watch esports, 2021

• Over seven in 10 esports viewers are interested in esports
studios

• Access to the latest consoles is also likely to be key in
engaging esports fans
Figure 22: Previous attendance and interest in going to an
esports studio or esports bar, 2021

• Facebook Gaming viewers are more likely to have gone to
an esports bar or studio before

• Tennis-based esports could drive further engagement in
Older Millennials
Figure 23: Esports viewers’ interest in watching sportspeople
playing esports, 2021
Figure 24: Interest in watching sportspeople playing esports
for current non-viewers, 2021

• Abbreviations
• Consumer research methodology

VISITING ESPORTS GAMING STUDIOS AND BARS

ESPORTS AND TRADITIONAL SPORTS

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES, ABBREVIATIONS AND
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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